Changes by Loran Regis
( Bb Cm Cm7+ Cm7 F7 )

You told me that I should believe and see, get all the things I could dream for me
I don't believe in vain promises, I only follow what I'd like to be
You are the rainbow colouring my sky, I know the world is made of paper art
For those who dream of a masterpiece, for those who dream about the seventh sky
Dm

BRIDGE :

Dm7

I know the life is brief but I will try
F

To be all-in-one to please your heart
( Eb Bb/D Cm Bb Ab Ab/Bb )

REFRAIN:

That's why I tell you now I don't feel as if nothin's moved ahead
My virtue flies beyond what you could or would suppose to stare
That's why I pretend to be careless as if nothing would ever change
Eb

Fm7 Ab/Bb

Pretending that nothing changes, but
Eb

But the changes, they will come

SOLO : Ab

Cm Ab Cm / Ab ( Ab Gm ) Fm / Bb/F F#° Eb/G F/A

( Bb Cm Cm7+ Cm7 F7 )

Who knows someday I might be better soul, fly on the wings, wings of my song
I know you always tried to care for me, but take it slow so I can still see me
Clack your heels, listen to what I say, don't set me in those foolish ways
And I promise I will understand, that life is more than a simple place

BRIDGE
( Eb Bb/D Cm Bb B Ab/Bb )

That's why I tell you now I don't feel as if nothin's moved ahead
My virtue flies beyond what you could or would suppose to stare
Eb

Bb/D

Cm

Bb

Ab Ab/Bb

That's why I pretend to be careless as if nothing would ever change
Eb

Fm7 Ab/Bb

Eb

Pretending that nothing changes, but..., but the changes, they will come
Eb Fm Eb/G Ab/Bb

END :

} 2X

yeah, yeah, yeah...

Cm Bb/F Eb/G Ab/Bb

Eb Fm Eb/G Ab/Bb

